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Browning Camping Introduces New Tent for High Country Hunt Camp: Boulder
NEW HAVEN, Mo. – Browning Camping is proud to announce the release of the Boulder, a two person tent
perfect for withstanding the inclement weather found in high country hunt camps. The Boulder equips hunters
with the perfect spike camp shelter as they stalk their next trophy through some of the toughest terrain and
harshest conditions.
Ready for extreme conditions, the Boulder features vertical side walls which allow more room for hunters to
sit up inside the tent and take shelter from the elements. The front awning offers a protected viewing area
in poor weather or additional space for gear storage. The extra guy-outs on the fly stabilize the tent in harsh
weather. The floor features 75D 185T polyester taffeta with 5000 mm PU coating and the fly features 75D 185T
polyester taffeta with 1500 mm coating to resist UV damage and keep your tent taut. The factory-sealed fly
and floor seams provide additional weather protection. An optional polyester taffeta floor saver with webbing,
grommets, and buckles on the corners can offer even more protection for the tent floor. The Boulder is
quick and easy to assemble with its freestanding design with pole clips that quickly snap over the aluminum
poles. Mesh roof vents and dual doors with zippered mesh windows provide ample ventilation to keep you
comfortable.
The Browning Boulder is designed and built to last – equipping you for the hunt of a lifetime.
For more information about the Boulder and the full line of products Browning Camping has to offer, visit
www.browningcamping.com.
Browning Camping
Browning Camping takes the Browning motto of "The Best There Is" to heart, producing outdoor and camping
gear of only the highest quality. This ensures that every item we manufacture is worthy of the world-famous
and highly trusted Buckmark. Using only the highest quality fabrics, components and construction techniques,
Browning Camping gear stands above the crowd in terms of quality outdoor products. You'll be hard-pressed
to find a better air pad, tent, sleeping bag or camp chair on the market today. Backed by an industry-leading
lifetime guarantee, Browning Camping gear truly is "The Best There Is."
ALPS Brands is a proud licensee and distributor of Browning Camping.
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